Build Your
Leadership Brand
Changing Your Impact on Corporate Life

The most engaging self discovery
program you have ever attended

Is this for you?
Are you a female business leader who is
looking to make the next move up to
Director or C-level, or just looking to career
plan over next 3 years.
Is any of the following holding you back?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Insufficient confidence to make the next step up
Fear that you don’t belong
Self-limiting beliefs or blind spots
Silencing yourself when it matters
Not letting your experience and expertise shine
through
No credible plan to help you get there
Lagging behind in building a valuable network

If so, this program will be a game changer
for you.
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This program helps you build your
leadership brand.
You will work on your mindset, your value
and your process - three critical elements
required to secure career progression.

You will learn to:
• Command a room
• Talk confidently about the value you
bring to the organisation
• Build and nurture meaningful networks
that make a difference
• Get out of your comfort zone and grow
your brand at the same time
• Feel at home in the big seat
• Manage pressure better than ever
• Build a leadership style that inspires
others
• Make corporate life better for everyone

FACILITATION METHODOLOGY
This is a highly dynamic, interactive and slide-free
workshop. We use your own examples to analyse
and increase your personal brand impact by
connecting research findings to how you and
others behave. Your learning is strengthened
through practice activities to make you more
engaging in your interactions.

The Modules
INTRODUCTION
Understand and build your
Leadership Brand

…helps you identify the components of your personal brand and understand the
importance of balance across the three dimensions.
…examines the traps we fall into when we don’t focus on one or more of the
elements

MODULE 1
Identify the elements of brand
value and build the right value
for you

…in this module we look closely at your unique value proposition in the context of
your industry, role, and company. How do you stand out from the crowd?
… we focus on combining your leadership strengths, professional competence
and emotional intelligence in a package that takes you into the realm of
subject expert

MODULE 2
Get into the mindset of a
winner and nothing will hold
you back

…in this module we reflect deeply on your inner values to create a mindset that
delivers absolute clarity of your purpose and impact
… we cover everything from mindfulness and negative self-talk to the outer
projection of who you are and the value you bring.

MODULE 3
Every strong brand has a brand
strategy and execution plan

…we introduce you the Brand Canvas that will set out your vision and create a
clear roadmap for building your brand
….you make a clear plan of how to acquire and retain a strong network of
connections worthy of a C-suite leader

CLOSING
You will create a powerful
accountability and follow up
framework

…we introduce you to the powerful concept of individual social experimentation
– a tool that you will use again and again
…you will form partnerships that hold you accountable to your plan and your
next steps. This is a program for getting results, provided you are committed
and courageous.
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The Outcomes
Transform your career trajectory:

Clarify your brand
value and how to
multiply your impact

Build a
deeper understanding
of your mindset and
what needs to change

Create an
actionable roadmap
for catalyzing your
career

Develop on your action
plan

Our unique social experimentation and accountability frameworks are powerful
drivers for the adoption of change.
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The Investment
Two Day Build Your Leadership Brand Workshop
AED 4,500
Pay 14 days in advance for early bird rate of AED4,000
Expert facilitation by accomplished leaders
Inclusion into an exclusive network of leaders and alumni
Comprehensive course book – over 80 pages of insights
Changeosity’s unique Leadership Brand Canvas and Accountability
Action Plan
• 5-star hotel coffee breaks and lunch
• An amazing and inspiring experience that you’ll never forget
•
•
•
•
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Krysta Fox
Leadership Facilitator

Following an international career with
BP and CFO roles, Krysta led the
transformation of the DMCC resulting
in four times global free zone of the
year award. She is a strategy and
execution expert and believes
wholeheartedly in the power of caring
leadership.
She holds a Master of Business
Administration, Master of Professional
Accounting and Bachelor of
Economics and is a Fellow CPA and
Graduate of the Australian Institute of
Company Directors.
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Krysta is passionate about
helping female leaders
achieve their career
ambitions and not be held
back by behaviours and
mindset within their control.

Brenda Connolly
Leadership Facilitator
With over 16 years of leadership experience
working in high performing FTSE 100 and
Fortune 500 companies, Brenda brings
hands-on experience of developing and
leading teams, transforming cultures and
successfully defining and executing
strategies in a volatile world.
Qualifications and Accreditations:
•
Certified Transpersonal Coach - IHE
•
Cultural Transformational Tools (CTT)
Consultant - Barrett Values Centre
•
HeartMath Certified Practitioner
•
U Theory Visual Presencing - MIT
•
Nonviolent Comm. Prac. – CNVC
•
MTa Learning – Certified Facilitator
•
Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy
(MBCT) Teacher Training – University
of Oxford

Brenda’s style is adaptive,
intuitive and co-creative. Her
work is underpinned with
knowing that when we focus on
connecting authentically to
ourselves and to one another
we transform teams and
organisations by enhancing
communication, collaboration
and creativity.

Testimonial
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Krysta Fox
Founder & CEO
e krysta.fox@changeosity.com
m +971 502455265
Leonora Panday
Executive & Marketing Assistant
e leoney.panday@changeosity.com
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